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EXT. STREET - DAY

A young man, TOM is walking on the street. He sees wastes on

his left side. His eyes particularly stopped himself for one

object. It is an old Polaraid Film camera. He picks up the

camera with curiosity in his mind.

INT. APARTMENT - DAY

Tom enters into the apartment and closes the door. He puts

his keys, mobile and wallet on the desk. He looks at the

camera from every angle and finds that there are three

colored buttons - yellow, blue and red.

He presses the yellow button and shoots a random view of his

living room. After few seconds, the camera beeps. He gets a

bit shock and looks at the camera. Suddenly, a photo comes

out from the camera which is completely white. He takes out

the photo and looks up to find anything in it. The photo

slowly develops and shows a color image of a toy [with

laughing face] placed on his TV unit. He gets surprised

because the toy-can on TV unit is closed. He looks at the

photo and camera again and goes near the TV unit. He sits

down on his knees and looks carefully at the toy-can.

Suddenly, a laughing face blows out from the toy-can with

weird music. He gets scared and his body falls back. He

suspects that camera can predict the future.

He presses the yellow button again and takes a photo of his

TV. Another photo comes out from the camera after a

beep. The photo displays a random number [46] from the TV

show - Deal Ya No Deal. He switches on his TV and at the

same time, he starts timer on his iPhone. After one minute,

he sees same number [46] on the show. He switches off the TV

and now really gets more curious about the camera.

He slowly walk towards the wall and looks at the poster.

There is a hot girl in bikini. He smiles. But, this time he

presses the blue button and takes a photo of that poster.

Camera beeps. He is excited to see the image being clicked.

After few seconds, a photo comes out with same picture as

poster. He gets a bit disappointed and looks at the blue

button. He turns around and sees the same girl which is in

the poster with scary face. He gets terrified. Suddenly, the

girl presses Tom’s neck while looking at him with her deadly

eyes. He starts screaming and falls on the floor. But no one

is around. He checks his neck to make sure it’s not injured.

He looks at the camera again and curious to know about the

last red button.

He takes the camera and thinks for a while what to do with

the red button. He picks up a magazine kept on the table to
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CONTINUED: 2.

looks for something. He suddenly finds a picture of a gun

from the magazine and clicks using the red button. Camera

beeps again. His heart starts pounding. A new photo comes

out from the camera. As he tries to look at the photo,

suddenly the table starts shaking. He gets panic and topples

from his chair. The photo slips away from his hand. He looks

around and finds that photo near the couch. He sees a

picture of a gun in it. Table shakes again. He sees there is

something beneath the magazine and walks slowly towards the

table. He lifts the magazine with his shivering hands and

finds a gun. He looks at the gun with amazement. After

thinking for a while, he puts the gun on his waist.

He stands in front of the mirror with the camera. He looks

at all three button in the mirror. He is scared and excited

at the same time. Finally, he frames himself on the mirror,

presses three colored buttons together and takes a photo.

Camera keeps beeping this time. Suddenly, a clone of himself

appears near the mirror. A clone has same cloths, camera and

a gun. A clone is angry and having deadly eyes. Camera stops

beeping. A photo comes out from both the cameras. Tom and

his clone are eager to see what is in it. A photo slowly

develops. Their heart starts pounding. Tom sees the photo

and panics. The clone also looks at the photo and panics.

They looked at each other. Both takes out their gun and

shoot each other. We look at the photo from Tom’s dead body.

It shows dead Clone. We look at the photo from Clone’s dead

body. It shows dead tom.
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